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About This Game

Battle Dome is a 5 v 5 competitive SciFi VR shooter (There is a mouse and keyboard mode, but VR is recommended). You
must work with your teammates to get to your opponent's base and destroy their core before they destroy yours. You must also
spread your team's color (if playing a color map), since you can only teleport onto your teams colored tiles. Battle Dome also

features trackpad locomotion, which can be used to any non-color map.

Battle Dome features 23 different weapons and 15 different maps. Some maps also have special rules, including anti-gravity, jet
packs, and bot opponents.

Battle Dome has 5 different PvP game modes:
Destroy the Core

Team Deathmatch
Capture the Flag
King of the Kill

You Only Live Once (1 life per round)

There are also 3 different co-op modes (including a horror mode).

Currently, there are 5 gun choices and 3 color gun choices., as well as a shield Battle Dome also features built in voice chat
(team and all talk).

Battle dome also features stat tracking and leader boards. Getting enough kills will unlock bronze, silver, and gold weapon (and
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glove) skins.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Genre: Action
Developer:
Bad Bird Studios
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2017
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Yet another wave shooter but with a new-ish formula and a creepy setting. It's fun especially if you were a Krull fan..
Good\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.love EG. Fantastic game! Very addicting.. Very fun, not that expensive, and the
profits go to a good cause! It does give me some motion sickness so I can't play it for too long but my arms get tired after awhile
anyways, I never realized how much of a workout moving around in a wheelchair was until I played this game!. Y2K, you let me
down.. Tester does not see my NVIDIA card, only focuses on the onboard INTEL GPU. Need an option to select which VIDEO
CARD to use. As a result, test is not accurate and will not advise correct information for my system!!!!. All the blocks have
arrows. Rather than being side by side it shoots a ray towards the direction of the arrow. The arrows can be turned. Also new
blocks are falling it. Also blue and teal are the same color (according to my eyes). And this is like throwing a bouncy ball into a
stadium and hopping it lands in Kobe's red solo cup. It isn't fun. It's just a game of chaos. I made it 8 levels in and just rolled my
eyes and exited.. I enjoy just activating sound pedestals then switching between found cassette tapes while spacing out and
watching the screen saver activate. That's it, that's the game, and it's really very pleasant. It's nice to start it up then putter about
with other chores once the music gets going.
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can not type anything in the search bar. thus can not use the program.

refunded. This game is extremely boring...Bad voice acting, underwhelming atmosphere with a few cheap jump scares sprinkled
in. I bought it on sale for $3.49 and STILL requested a refund.. While the artwork is at least interesting (if a tad ugly), there's
not much else I can say for the game. I didn't finish it due to absolutely mind-numbing dialogue and narration. Spelling errors,
melodramatic\/immature outbursts, no clear flow... there was nothing to lead toward an investment in the story. Flat characters
who--when attempting to be entertaining--were about as funny as a rotten corpse. In fact, that's an insult to the corpse.

Even at \u00a30.79, I would not recommend this and, if you see it going for free, I suggest you spent your time playing
something else instead.. Can't believe I spent money on this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Very good game, helped tend to
my schizophrenic-suicidal tendencies
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